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IAMA Logo Usage Guidelines
The Logo

Fig. 1 - Elements that make up the IAMA logo

The IAMA logo consists of the ‘IAMA’ word mark, the maroon, white and blue arc, the blue aircraft and the full name/
tag line (International Association of Mission Aviation) set in UnitusCondensed Italics. The logo should be considered 
incomplete if any of these elements is not included. It is not acceptable to use the IAMA logo without the full name 
beneath the mascot.

The Colors
Four colors are used in the IAMA logo. Maroon, Dark Blue, Light Blue and Grey. White is also used to outline the main 
IAMA letters and in the center of the maroon and light blue arc. The following are the various color numbers for spot, 
CMYK and RGB formats:

Fig. 2 - Color and associated value for each format (Spot, Process or RGB) 

Color Spot Color CMYK Value RGB Value
Maroon Pantone Coated 188 C 0 - 97 - 100 - 50 139 - 15 - 4
Dark Blue Pantone Coated 2955 C 100 - 45 - 0 - 37 0 - 82 - 136
Light Blue Pantone Coated 278 C 39 - 14 - 0 - 0 151 - 192 - 230

Grey Grey Black 70% 0 - 0 - 0 - 70 109 - 111 - 113

Mascot

Tag Line



The Spacing and Sizing
In order for the IAMA logo to stand out on a page amongst other 
design elements, adequate spacing around the logo is essential.  
Be sure to maintain a border of empty space equal to one wing 
span of the aircraft in the logo. This amount of space will change 
as the size of the logo changes in your design or document.

To preserve readability, the IAMA logo must not be scaled smaller 
than 1 inch high for print or 100 pixels high for web or screen use.

Never scale, rotate or skew the logo from the original aspect ratio.

The Font
The tag line is set in UnitusCondensed Italics. The IAMA word mark was originally set in Hemi Head 426 but has been 
altered and therefore does not have an associated type face.

The Background
Care must be taken when placing the IAMA logo on different backgrounds. Always use a high contrast difference 
between the logo and the background it is placed on. Certain backgrounds are best while others are not allowed.

The preferred background for the IAMA logo is plain white. If printing with only one color then use the all white or all 
black versions of the logo. If necessary, there is a full color version provided with a white outline around the whole logo 
for use on darker backgrounds.

Fig 4. Skewed Fig 6. Incorrect aspect ratioFig 5. Incorrect aspect ratio Fig 7. Rotated

Fig 8. Ideal – White bkgnd Fig 10. One color – light bkgndFig 9. White outline – dark bkgnd Fig 11. One color – dark bkgnd

Fig 3. Proper logo spacing

Fig 12. No low contrast bkgnds Fig 14. No pattern bkgndsFig 13. No gradient bkgnds Fig 15. No photo bkgnds


